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JACKSONVILLE, Fla. - On Tuesday, dozens, if not hundreds, of same-sex couples will be in line

Twitter users unite with #JeSuisCharlie

eagerly waiting to be issued a marriage license. Though some people oppose the ruling of the federal

Europe sinks back into deflation

judge, others are saying it could have a major and positive impact on Jacksonville's economy.

Obama, Kerry condemn terror attack in France

Rachel Smith McMurray is known by many as "That
Quick Clicks

Wedding Lady" and has performed hundreds of
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commitment ceremonies. Smith McMurray said after
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Tuesday, big bucks are coming to Jacksonville.

Journalists race to show solidarity with Charlie
Hebdo
Is Paris shooting tied to Islamist extremism?

Police: Putnam County man, 46,...
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"Jacksonville is a prime destination for destination
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weddings, and we're talking a lot of money," she
said.

"Twenty to Twenty-five percent of my business comes from the gay community," McMurray said.
"Seventy percent of my business is coming from a place outside of Florida. So for every license drawn,
that's $93.50 to the county that it's drawn in."
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Starting on Tuesday, when county clerks will have the legal duty to issue marriage licenses to same
sex couples, Smith Mcmurray said Jacksonville will have new market opportunities in the already $51
billion wedding industry.
"We're talking about a real impact to our local merchants," McMurray said. "We're not talking about big
business. We're talking about the guy up the street who's running a floral shop or a bakery and that's
real dollars."
Nerdwallet.com took a look at how local economies would benefit if same sex marriage was legal
throughout the united states. Florida showed one of the highest projected economic gains that would
bring in nearly 118 million dollars in projected spending.

Copyright 2015 by News4Jax.com. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast,
rewritten or redistributed.

Comments
The views expressed below are not those of News4Jax or its affiliated companies. By clicking on
"Post," you acknowledge that you have read the Terms of Service and your comment is in compliance
with such terms. Readers, please help keep this discussion respectful and on topic by flagging
comments that are offensive or inappropriate (hover over the commenter's name and you'll see the flag
option appear on right side of that line). And remember, respect goes both ways: Tolerance of others'
opinions is important in a free discourse. If you're easily offended by strong opinions, you might skip
reading comments entirely.
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481 Comments

wayne

•

....nah....you have too many redneck bigots in North Florida....don't even bother with
soliciting gays for a wedding destination....your stench is too overpowering!
•

•

MOOCOW01

•

Slick rick the medicare fraudman should step in and stop the mass wedding at
hemming plaza tomorrow.
•

•

UnkleRaw

•

I see rainbows and bright fluffy clouds.
•

•

Dan

•

Because you believe terrorism and genocide are rational responses to marriage
equality?
Seek help.
•

•

MOOCOW01

•

Pam will make all queer marriages null and void.
•

Duval Wedding Officiant

•

•

I will be honored to perform any wedding ceremony... anywhere.
https://www.facebook.com/duval...
http://www.duvalweddingofficia...
•

•

MOOCOW01

•

Idiot
•

Edward L Buck

•

•

the judge may say its okay, but a lot of us want nothing to do with the why a minority
wants have sex, let's be clear this simply about having sex
•

•

Dan

•

No sex is required for marriage, as the upcomming marriage if Charles Manson
demonstrates. This is about the equal protections of the law, not sex.
•

•

Edward L Buck

•

sorry Dan, when someone comes out as gay, it is a sexual term, it is
about sex all way, can't fool folks like that
•

•

Drew80

•

Lay off the booze.
•

slickwillie
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